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An Update on $5 Silver Certificate
Series of 1934C Narrow Faces:

New Data and Information
by Jamie Yakes

1 T HAS BEEN A FEW YEARS SINCE PETER HUNTOON FIRST REPORTED ABOUT NEW DIS-
coveries in the wide-to-narrow design transitions in 12-subject small-size currency done in the 1940s. Wide
and narrow back plates have been familiar to small-size collectors for decades, but Huntoon provided new data
showing that these transitions were also done to the face plates of most small-size denominations and classes

then currently in use.
Specifically for $5 notes, these changes occurred between the Legal Tender Series of 1928E and 1928F

faces; on the last four Silver Certificate Series of 1934C faces; and on the last six of the Series of 1934C New York
Federal Reserve Note faces.

I have been recording data on the $5 notes since the initial report, and would like to update the collecting
community with some information about the Silver Certificate narrow varieties.

When looking at the press run dates for the four 1934C narrow plates, all of them can be arranged into
four distinct groups. I have termed these groups pressroom rotations, and consider them important when analyzing
the data from observed notes—specifically, how certain face and back plate combinations came to be overprinted
within certain serial number ranges.

Much of the following discussion considers how these pressroom rotations resulted in the variety of these
notes we now observe.

The Pressroom Rotations

The life of a printing plate was simply that of multiple press runs: the plate was entered into the pressroom
for printing and then removed for maintenance. This process was repeated many times for the same plate until it
was no longer usable.

When you view press run dates for many different plates over a long time period, what becomes evident are
pressroom rotations: related groups of press runs with the same entry and removal dates, or at least dates that occur
within a few days of each other.

The boundaries of these rotations were elastic in nature: due to the randomness that plates were entered
and removed, small groups were inherently formed from plates being chosen in batches for use. As printing pro-
gressed, individual plates were removed from these batches at random times. New rotations would then be formed
from the new groupings of these individual plates.

It is important to realize that these rotations were not an official practice, but simply a process falling into a
semblance of a natural order. The printing of faces and backs was a continual process: individual plates were con-
stantly entered, removed and re-entered, and this pattern repeated itself over and over. Groups of plates were used
for a few rotations, then these rotations fell apart, and new ones were formed. The entire cycle occurred on daily
bases.

The significance of these rotations has to do with the different plates used in them; they will determine the
possible combinations that could have been printed and then serially numbered.

For the rotations involving the 1934C narrows there were also 1934C wide faces, 1934D faces, and many
different back plates, including micro back 637. Some of these were used in all the rotations, while some were used
for only a single rotation.'
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Table 1. Comprehensive data on the press runs for 1934C narrow faces and other relevant face and back plates that were involved in the pressroom rota-

tions for 1934C narrows. (Plate usage dates provided by Peter Huntoon. Serial numbers are observed.)

Pressroom Rotation #1 Pressroom Rotation #2- Pressroom Rotation #3- Pressroom Rotation #4
Start 	 End

A- Press run dates for plates listed in left column.
Start End Start End Start End

1934C #2028 18-Aug-48 	 9-Mar-49 8-Jul-49 25-Aug-49 23-Sep-49 13-Oct-49 Plate not used.
19340 #2029 18-Aug-48 	 3-Jan-498 -Jul-49 25-Aug-49 23-Sep-49 17-Oct-49 5-0c1-49 b 11-Jan-50
1934C #2030 18-Aug-48 	 3-Jan-49 8- Jul-49 22-Sep-49 Plate Not used. 5-Oct-49t' 5-Dec-49
1934C #2031 18-Aug-48 	 3-Jan-49 8- Jul-49 25-Aug-49 23-Sep-49 19-Oct-49 5 - Nov-49 6 4 -Jan -50

$5 back #637 13-Feb-48 	 24-Sep-48 —
$5 back #637 19-Oct-48 	 8-Mar-49a

Series 1934D 17-Oct-49c 11-Sep-53`

B- Approximate serial number ranges for 1934C narrow varieties based on observed notes.

Regular N82347409A P05321175A P75286906A P79834774A P90000000Ad Q10000000Ad Q37621165A Q44496664A

Regular w/ 637 N85978601A P16330226A —	 — —	 — — 	 —
Star *?A *?A *?A *?A *?A	 *?A	 *17012311A *?A

Star w/ 637 *14984863A *?A —	 — — —

a The latest date of use for micro back plate 637; this press run was the last of 13 for this plate. It was canceled in June 1949.

b These dates were recorded from the ledger as interpreted and are at best, estimates. (The actual dates were illegible on the plate ledgers. In the case of

plate 2029, the date does not make sense: the starting date is earlier than the last date listed in rotation #3.)

c These dates are for the entire use of Series of 1934D faces, and do not represent an individual press run.

d Estimated.

The data in Table 1, Part A focuses on the press runs for 1934C narrow plates that define the four pressroom rota-
tions, and also includes data for 1934D faces and micro back 637. Data for 1934C wide faces and macro backs are
not shown, as these were in use during every rotation.

Serial Numbering

The observed serial numbers on the 1934C narrows can be divided into one of three ranges based on the
face and back plate combinations. A fourth range should exist, since there are four rotations. Each of these ranges
can be correlated 2 to a specific pressroom rotation (Table 1, Part B).

The first, second, and fourth ranges were determined using observed serial numbers. The third range has
been estimated, 3 since there are no serials recorded that would presumably fall in this range.

It was common to have a delay in serial numbering after the sheets were printed. This delay could last a
couple of weeks, or a few months. (There are even extreme cases where sheets were numbered years later.) The
serials on the 19340 narrows were very likely printed after the ending dates for each rotation.

Whether stars were printed during all four narrow face rotations cannot be determined with the present
data. Unlike regular serial numbers that were printed almost daily, individual print runs for star notes had gaps of
weeks or even months. While this might lead to speculation that stars were not printed during some of these rota-
tions, this can only be confirmed with (a) actual production data (which may not exist), or (b) observed serials.

Plate Varieties during the Rotations

Distinct varieties were created during each pressroom rotation, and were subsequently overprinted within
different serial number ranges.

Rotation #1
Production on the 1934C narrows was started in the summer of 1948 and all were certified for use on
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August 11. They were first sent to the pressroom as a group on August 18.
The first rotation lasted through the end of 1948 into March 1949. It was the longest at five months, and

most of the reported notes come from this rotation (Figures la and lb). All have late N-A and early P-A serials.

Figures la and lb

This rotation contained the last two press runs for micro back plate 637. There was sufficient pairing
between these two types of plates, as numerous surviving examples have been observed. At least one of these pair-
ings was overprinted as stars, as is evidenced by the lone reported example of a 1934C narrow face-micro back 637
star.

Rotations #2 and #3
The two middle rotations both occurred in 1949, and included the use of 1934C wide and narrow faces and

normal $5 backs. The second has P-A serials, while the third is estimated to have late P-A and early Q-A serials.

Rotation #4
The final rotation overlapped the initial use of Series of 1934D SC faces. All of these notes were overprint-

ed with middle-range Q-A serials (Figure 2).

Figure 2
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Both faces are reported from this serial number range, indicating that changeover pairs were being printed;
however, none have been reported.

Mules with Micro Back Plate 637

The last two press runs for micro back plate 637 were used for almost the entire initial rotation of 1934C
narrow faces. Less than a half dozen of these 1934C narrow face-micro back 637s have been reported in the approx-
imate serial number range of N85,0000cxA to P16xxxxxxA (Figure 3).

Figure 3

In addition, there is also a large number of extant 1934C wide face-micro back 637s from this serial num-
ber range (Figure 4), indicating there was extensive pairing of both varieties of 1934C faces with sheets from micro
back 637.

Figure 4

Star Notes

Star notes have been reported for both the 1934C narrow face-micro back 637, and the 1934C narrow
face-macro back varieties; at present, they are both unique for their type.

The narrow face-micro back 637 star has serial *14984863A and an unknown face plate. It was printed
from the first rotation based on its back plate.

The narrow face-macro back star has serial *17012311A and face plate 2029 (Figure 5). This star has a
higher serial than the first reported 1934D star, placing it firmly from the last rotation.

Changeover Pairs

Changeover pairs with most of these varieties were likely printed from all four of the rotations, and would
have become overprinted with regular and star serials (Table 2). So far, none have been reported.
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Figure 5

Table 2. Possible changeover pairs created from the different plate varieties used concur-
rent with SC Series of 1934C narrow face plates from 1948-50.

Combinations 	 Blocks
1934C/1934C 637 	 N-A, P-A
1934C/1934C narrow 	 N-A, P-A, Q-A
1934C/1934C narrow 637 	 N-A, P-A
1934C narrow/1934C narrow 637 	 N-A, P-A
1934C narrow/1934C 637 	 N-A, P-A
1934C/1934D 	 Q-A
1934C narrow/1934D 	 Q-A

Note: All of these combinations could also have been printed with star serial numbers.

References:
Hodgson, J., Huntoon, P., "Transition from Wide to Narrow Designs on U.S. Small Size Notes." Paper Money,
Whole No. 245, Oct/Nov 2006.

Notes:
1 Any plate that was in the pressroom could be used for production, might only be a backup for more heavily used plates, or might

never get used. This being said, the question of whether or not a plate was used is always open to conjecture. Having a reported serial num-

ber on that plate, and being able to confidently trace it back to a specific press run, confirms the plate as being used. But, unless data has

been obtained from the actual printer the BEP) that confirms a plate as having not been used, there is no fault in assuming it was.

2 Since this analysis uses both factual data (i.e., observed notes, press run data) and estimated data (i.e., serial number ranges), corre-

lating the data in Parts A and B of Table 1was done as a "best-fit" scenario. The drawback of using these types of data is that data placement is

never precise, but requires some guesswork. Also, there is a tendency, or even a temptation, to make the data fit artificially, rather than natu-

rally. I have made the honest effort to place the data where it naturally fits. Keep in mind that this may not be the actual arrangement in

which the notes were printed, but it is the best arrangement for the current data. These correlations will become better defined with the obser-

vations of more notes.

3 A simple algebraic calculation was used to estimate the advancement of serial numbers from month to month during the pressroom

rotations for 1934C narrow faces. This progression was determined by adding the monthly average for that year to each month in a successive

fashion. The serial number range for rotation #3 was then chosen by matching the press run dates with the estimated monthly serial numbers.

The first serial numbers printed each year from 1948-50 were M89064001 A, P11464001A, and Q41460001A, respectively. (Data from

Huntoon.) A caveat of this approach is that it assumes a constant monthly production throughout the year. Regular notes were being printed

on a daily basis, but production fluctuated monthly. Nevertheless, in lieu of having actual production data, these calculations provide good

estimates, especially when used in conjunction with press run data and observed serial numbers.
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